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Superintendent’s Message
Triton School Corporation has a long and proud history of achievements, but the political,
legal, economic, and social environment in which we work changes daily, presenting unique
challenges. We must plot a path forward toward higher performance, system alignment, best
practices, greater collaboration, and increased efficiency. To these ends, we have adopted
the operating philosophy of continuous quality improvement, defined as: “Ensuring the
continuous improvement of processes and outcomes through evidence-based strategies and
empowered staff and learners in order to exceed stakeholder expectations.” We believe that
the CQI philosophy, related tools, and processes represent proven methods for creating a
High Performance Culture (Figure 1).
As an important first step, we have developed a corporation strategic plan that includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership Core Values
Mission
Vision
Pathway to Success
Dashboard and Scorecard
High Expectation Performance Targets, Evidence-Based Strategies, and Action Plan
Monitoring
• System-to-System Talks
Implementation of these processes and tools helps us begin our journey toward higher
performance. Jerry Weast, Superintendent of the Montgomery County Maryland Public
Schools, the 2010 Baldrige in Education recipient, wrote:
“I thought I would enter the change process through the culture door and then engage
everyone in creating systems and structures that would support the culture. But I couldn’t get
traction, so we started to build the systems anyway, and it seemed that the culture started to
shift as people saw that the changes worked” (quoted in Childress, 2009, p. 17).
Our 2013-2020 strategic plan was developed in the fall of 2012 and is the result of a
collaborative effort that began with the Triton Strategic Planning Team, ultimately seeking the
input of all faculty members and employees, as well as the Board of School Trustees as
representatives of our community. We appreciate the dedication, professionalism, and
support of our staff, faculty, administrators, students, parents, and community members as we
begin the challenging work indicated in the following pages. Together, we can achieve our
vision of becoming a 90+% school corporation in reading rate, state and national testing, and
graduation rate.
Thank You,

Mrs. Donna Burroughs, Superintendent
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Figure 1. High Performance Culture Model

TSC Strategic Planning Team
We would like to acknowledge the following individuals who committed many hours to
attending strategic planning meetings and conducting independent research in order to
assist in the development of this 5-year plan.

Table 1. TSC Strategic Planning Team Members
Name
Mr. Mike Chobanov
Mr. Bob Ross
Mr. Jeremy Riffle
Mrs. Christine Cook
Mrs. Jerilyn Anders
Mrs. Teresa Barnhart
Mrs. Amy Middaugh
Mr. Mason McIntyre
Mrs. Shawna Shively
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Position/Affiliation
High School Principal
High School Assistant Principal
Elementary Principal
Administrative Asst./Curriculum and Instruction
School Board Member
School Board Member
School Board Member
Athletic Director
Elementary School Teacher/ TTA President
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Mr. Jack Carpenter
Mrs. Rhonda Hostetler
Mrs. Janet Jackson
Mr. Paul Walker
Mr. Ron Brown
Mr. Kevin Boyer
Mr. Ed Scherer –Berry
Mrs. Stormy Scherer-Berry
Mr. Quentyn Carpenter
Mrs. Donna Burroughs
Dr. Steve Benjamin

Elementary School Teacher
Elementary Resource Teacher
Jr.-Sr. High School Teacher
Jr.-Sr. High School Teacher
Jr.-Sr. High School Teacher
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Triton High School Student
Facilitators
Superintendent, Facilitator
CQI Facilitator

Strategic Planning Team Members Engaging in Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Challenges (SWOC) Activity
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The Core Drivers: Values, Vision, and Mission
Rosenthal and Masarech (2003) write that, “to gain competitive advantage and to achieve
high performance, it is essential to understand the elements of high-performance cultures—in
particular, the core drivers: organizational values, vision, and mission.” High-performing
leadership and management systems recognize that values, vision, and mission represent the
“magnet” that can pull the various individuals, departments, processes, and systems into
alignment.
Leadership Core Values. The Triton Strategic Planning Team reviewed leadership values
drawn from several research-based lists (Effective Schools Research, Indiana Coalition of
Quality Schools, national award-winning school corporations) to identify seven core values
that would guide the ongoing improvement of the TSC learning system: Continuous
Improvement, High Expectations, Alignment, Shared Leadership, Social Responsibility,
Evidence-Based Decision Making, and Accountability (CHASSEA). We expect everyone in our
learning organization to embrace these values. Table 1 provides a brief explanation of each
as well as one or two examples that show how we intend to create a culture of practice
around these values.
Table 2. Examples of Living and Embedding the TSC Core Values
Value
Living and Embedding Examples
Continuous Improvement: As
• SIP professional development that is data-driven
good as we are, we know
• Collaboration, communication, reflection, shared
that we can always achieve
leadership
better results. We constantly
• Every teacher is expected to use data to teach and
try to find better ways of
reteach standards and achieve higher levels of mastery.
doing our work, and when we • Our redesigned evaluation system emphasizes growth and
achieve our goals, we set
improvement in implementation of best practices.
higher targets.
High Expectations: Our
• We have established 90+% goals in reading, state testing,
learning organization requires
and graduation rate.
that we maintain high
• Trojan PRIDE, Trojan Way
expectations for one another • High levels of student interaction and involvement
and for self.
Alignment: We are most
• Strategic planning team and TSC Strategic Plan.
successful when everyone in
• Common K-12 Framework for articulating ELA Curriculum
our learning organization
(reading, writing, speaking/listening)
works together to achieve
• Utilizing IDOE instructional guidance (2-8) to assist with
common goals. We can
Common Core transitions
enhance efficiency and
• Using DIBELS K-6 and SRI 3-12 to measure grade-level
effectiveness by achieving
reading proficiency
alignment across our system.
• Use of Common Assessments (Acuity 3-12) to measure
mastery of state/CC standards
• Collaboration time for teachers to engage in data analysis
and curriculum alignment
• Vertical collaboration when needed facilitated by
leadership
Shared Leadership: We work
• Collaboration, communication, reflection, shared
as a team. Each member
leadership
provides essential leadership
• Student Council, Principal Service Corps, Strategic
in support of our common
Planning Committee, ACES, Triton Leadership Academy,
goals.
Little Hoosiers, Collaboration Times
TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020
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• A team of TSC teachers and administrators developed our
2012-2020 strategic plan.
• K-12 Textbook Adoption Committees
Social Responsibility: We
• We have added service learning to our dashboard of
ensure that we are good
performance indicators.
partners within our community • We are developing plans that ensure wise use of public
and that our students and
resources including our facilities.
employees support local
• Green Locker Program, Pennies for Patients, Christmas gifts
individuals and organizations.
at ELE giving to Humane Society, Books for Babies,
We demonstrate wise
Rachel’s Home, Food Pantry Drive, Coat Drive at JR/SR
stewardship of public
High, Recycling Paper at ELEM, Electronics Recycling,
resources and ensure that our
Partnering with town for Little League/Concession Stand,
graduates are ready to
Safe Roads to School, Old Gym open to Community,
shoulder their civic
Grandparents’ Day, 6th Grade Ice Cream Sales/Pushcart
responsibilities.
Wars to give back to school, Providing free breakfast and
lunch 18 and under (June), PK Alliance (partnership with
local preschools), Key Club (Kiwanis), Community
Scholarships for seniors, Triton Junior Miss Program
(scholarships for senior girls)
Evidence-Based Decision
• We have developed our dashboard and scorecard—
Making: We make decisions
these list the most important district performance
after careful consideration of
indicators.
the most compelling research • Course scheduling, data analysis meetings, strengthsand data analysis.
based leadership, school improvement plans
• We have begun a Pathway To Success that lists researchbased milestones/targets for students.
• Teachers are using data to drive instruction, and support
staff members use data to improve operations.
Accountability: Each person
• We are finalizing a district dashboard and will initiate
affiliated with the TSC system,
school/classroom/department dashboards of key
including students,
performance indicators and System-to-System talks that
employees, parents/family
require all employees to discuss performance results at
members, and community
least three times yearly.
stakeholders share
• The new teacher and administrator evaluation processes
accountability for our
will lead to improved performance.
performance results and for
• Data meeting and collaboration (data walls)
providing personal best effort
in support of our goals.
Figure 2 indicates the importance of moving beyond merely identifying and posting a set of
core values. In order to truly create a high-performance culture, we will challenge ourselves
to continually find ways to live and embed our values in daily operations.

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020
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Figure 2. Embedded Values Create a High Performance Culture

Vision. Reflecting our core values of high expectations, accountability, continuous
improvement, and shared leadership, the vision of TSC is:
By 2020, we will become a 90+% school corporation in reading rate, state and national
testing, and graduation rate.
We intend to become one of the highest performing corporations in Indiana by achieving
exemplary results in each of our dashboard and scorecard performance indicators, and by
focusing attention on our Pathway to Success. As an integrated system, we must ensure that
all students learn to read and write at high levels, master the essential state and national
standards, demonstrate good behavior and attendance, graduate, and transition
successfully to productive post-secondary learning and work environments. As a result, we
hope to foster successful and productive student-citizens, high stakeholder satisfaction, and
demand for our services.
Mission. High-performing organizations have a clear sense of mission. They understand the
core purpose driving the system, and the employees and students, as well as other
stakeholders, have no difficulty answering the question: Why do learners and workers come
to school each day.
The mission of TSC is to develop students who are literate, responsible, proficient in state and
national standards, and college/career ready.
The mission, vision, and core values must be measurable, and we are working to put systems,
processes, expectations, and tools in place to ensure that we are able to gather data
regularly regarding the degree to which we are embedding these “magnet” leadership
statements into daily practice.

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020
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TSC Dashboard and Scorecard
TSC has created a district dashboard and scorecard. Both tools are intended to help the
various levels of the system, as well as all employee and student groups, focus on the most
important performance indicators—those results that we will strive to continuously improve
until we reach our goal of becoming the highest performing school corporation in Indiana.

“Not surprisingly, schools and school systems that do well under external accountability
systems are those that have consensus on norms of instructional practice, strong internal
assessments of student learning, and sturdy processes for monitoring instructional
practice and for providing feedback to students, teachers, and administrators about
the quality of work” (Elmore 2003).

The TSC dashboard (Table 3) includes those eight performance indicators that have been
judged to be the most important leading indicators of student learning success. Just like the
dashboards in our automobiles, an organization dashboard must frequently produce reliable
data that can be used for instructional and managerial decision-making. The TSC dashboard
indicates which best practice measures have been selected to give us “continuous”
information about our performance. We have selected assessments and measurement tools
that provide data to the system on a daily, weekly, monthly, or quarterly basis.
We have begun the process of each school, classroom, and support department creating
aligned dashboards, and we have begun to link the development of teacher and employee
dashboards to our ongoing evaluation systems.
“After the leadership team has developed its dashboard, it is presented to the next
level of the organization with this message: ‘This is what we are watching. Design a
dashboard that is appropriate for your work and that is aligned with and supports our
dashboard.’ This process continues until each level and department in the organization
has designed its own dashboard. All dashboards are linked and aligned both vertically
and horizontally and support the organization’s strategy” (Huggett 1999).
The TSC scorecard (Table 4) contains several additional performance indicators that are also
important to monitor, but which are “once a year” or “once a career” in nature (e.g.,
graduation rate, dropout rate, ISTEP+ and end-of-course assessment results). In addition, the
scorecard includes non-student learning indicators such as satisfaction levels of employees,
students, and stakeholders; financial results; and facility adequacy data.

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020
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Table 3. TSC Dashboard
Key Performance Indicators
Leading Measures
Frequency
KPIs 1-5 represent our most important indicators for student learning. We will spend the bulk of our efforts on improving performance in
these areas.
1. Percent of K-12 students reading
Grades 3-12: Scholastic Reading Inventory (Screening)
Fall, Winter, Spring
at or above grade level and/or
Grades K-2: Text Reading and Comprehension
Fall, Winter, Spring
showing progress by “growth”
(Screening)
groups
Grades 1-6: DIBELS Oral Reading Fluency (Screening &
Fall, Winter, Spring and at regular
Progress Monitoring)
intervals between benchmark periods to
monitor progress
Grades 3-6: DAZE (Screening and Progress Monitoring)
Fall, Winter, Spring and at regular
intervals between benchmark periods to
monitor progress
Grade K: DIBELS Phoneme Segmentation Fluency &
Winter, Spring
Nonsense Word Fluency (Screening)
Grades K-6: Woodcock Tests of Achievement
As needed to diagnose specific strengths
(Diagnostic)
and weaknesses
Grades K-6: Quick Phonics Screener (Diagnostic)
As needed to diagnose specific strengths
and weaknesses
2. Percent of K-12 students
mastering state/common core
academic standards in
writing/language arts and/or
showing progress by “growth”
groups
3. Percent of K-12 students
mastering state academic
standards in math and/or showing
progress by “growth” groups

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020

Grades 3-12: Acuity Diagnostic and Predictive
Assessments in ELA

3 times each year according to state
and local benchmark windows

Grades K-6: Quarterly Writing Assessments based on
6+1 Traits of Writing Common Rubric
Grades 7-12: Criterion Writing Assessments based on 6pt Criterion Rubric
Grades 3-8: Acuity Predictive Math; Algebra I
Predictive; Acuity Diagnostic Common Core Geometry
& Algebra II
Grades K-6: Math Timed Tests aligned to Common
Core Fluency & Numeracy Standards

Quarterly

Grades 7-12: Monday Math Assessments aligned to IAS
Grades K-2: mCLASS Math Assessments

Weekly
Fall, Winter, Spring w/ additional progress
monitoring as needed

9

Fall, Winter, Spring
3 times each year according to state
and local benchmark windows
Weekly

4. Percent of K-12 students
Grades 3-8: Acuity Predictive or Diagnostic Assessments
mastering state academic
in Social Studies and Science
standards in science and social
Triton Formative Assessments of INCC (TBD)
studies and/or showing progress by
”growth” groups
5. Percent of K-12 students
Triton Formative Assessments of INCC (TBD)
mastering state academic
standards in all other subject areas
and/or showing progress by
“growth” groups
KPIs 6-8 represent additional indicators in support of student learning.
6. Percent attendance
Real-Time Report for Attendance
Tardies
7. Percent of students with
Positive Behavior Reports
appropriate/inappropriate
Office Referrals Report
behavior
Suspension Report
Expulsion Report
8. Percent of students involved in
Extra/Co-curricular Activities Report
extra-/co-curricular and service
Service Learning Report
activities

2-4 times a year per state and local
benchmark windows
As needed to gauge student progress

As needed to gauge student progress

Daily and weekly as needed to monitor
specific students
Weekly

Quarterly

Performance results linked to the TSC Dashboard are reviewed multiple times each year during System-to-System (S2S) Talks that
occur between the Superintendent and building leaders; building leaders and faculty and staff; and teachers with students. We
expect that students will lead their own S2S talks with parents and family members during student-led conferences. Annually, the
district reviews (with appropriate directors and building leaders) additional data contained in the scorecard (Table 4). We believe
that excellent results in our dashboard performance indicators will result in improved scorecard results.

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020
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The following display (Table 4) provides information about the current TSC scorecard. We refer to
these performance indicators as “lagging data” because they are only available for review
once each year. The TSC reviews our results in these areas to ensure that our strategies and
continuous improvement efforts are resulting in higher performance.

Table 4. TSC Scorecard
Student Learning Outcomes

Frequency

ISTEP+ Pass/Pass Plus Rates and Growth Data
Annual
ECA Results (by AYP groups)
Annual
IREAD Pass Rate
Annual
AP Scores
Annual
SAT Scores
Annual
Percent of Students on Target to Graduate with
Semester
Cohort
Number of Credits Recovered
Semester
Graduation Rate
Annual
Dropout Rate
Annual
Number of Dual Credits Received
Annual
Number of Certifications Received
Annual
Percent of Graduates Enrolling/ Graduating from
Annual
Post-Secondary Institutions, Percent Employed
Student and Stakeholder-Focused Results
End-of-year Attendance Rate
Annual
Student/Parent Satisfaction Results
Annual
Overall Student Enrollment
Annual
Behavior Data (Expulsions, Suspensions, Referrals)
Annual
Volunteer Hours
Annual
Number of Community Partners
Annual
Budgetary, Financial, and Market Results
Audit Findings
Annual
Percent of Budget Allocated to Instruction
Annual
Energy Savings
Annual
Grant Dollars Received
Annual
Transfers In
Annual
Workforce Engagement, Satisfaction, and Development
Teacher Turnover Rate
Annual
Employee Attendance Rate
Annual
Percentage Highly Effective, Effective Staff
Annual
Employee Satisfaction Results
Annual
Number of Professional Development Hours per
Annual
Employee
Leadership Outcomes
Ethical Violations
Annual
Compliance Results (drills, reports)
Annual
Satisfaction with Leadership
Annual
Percent Strategies and Action Plans Deployed
Annual
According to Plan

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020

Who Uses Data for
Improvement
Superintendent, Principals,
Teachers, Counselors

Superintendent, Principals,
Teachers, Counselors,
Directors

Superintendent, Director
of Financial Operations,
Director of Support
Services, Principals

Superintendent, Principals

Board of Trustees,
Superintendent, Principals,
Directors, Teachers, All
Employees
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Triton Community Schools Pathway To Success
We have reviewed the research on “predictors” of success in keeping with our core value of
“evidence-based decision making.” As a result, we have identified a number of key milestone
performance indicators that students, parents and family members, teachers, and administrators
must monitor if each student is to progress smoothly through the TSC learning system. This
Pathway To Success is continually being updated based on new research and learning.
Table 5. TSC Pathway To Success
Key Indicator
Age/Grade
Phonemic Awareness
Kindergarten
levels are the number 1
or Grade 1
indicator of future
success in reading

Word Identification
Fluency (WIF),
Phonological
Awareness, and Letter
Knowledge. Of these,
WIF has been
demonstrated to be
one of the strongest
predictors of reading
ability
An early understanding
of math concepts is
most powerful predictor
of later school success.
Other predictors
included language,
reading and attention
skills.
Oral Reading Fluency,
Word Identification
Fluency, and Word
Knowledge
(vocabulary) appear to
be moderately/strongly
correlated with success
in reading achievement

Grade 1

Evidence Base
International Reading Association; Phonological
awareness. Based on a massive body of research
(Burgess, 2006; Lonigan, 2006), phonological
awareness is a critical precursor, correlate, and
predictor of children’s reading achievement.
Discriminating units of language (i.e., words,
segments, phonemes) is strongly linked to successful
reading (National Reading Panel Report, 2000). It is,
however, as described above, both a cause and a
consequence of vocabulary development and
learning to read (Ehri & Roberts, 2006) Captured at
http://www.everychildreadytoread.org/projecthistory%09/literature-review-2010
On October 23, 2012
Compton, Fuchs, Fuchs & Bryant, 2006; Fuchs, Fuchs,
& Compton, 2004; Jenkins, Hudson, and Johnson,
2007;

Pre-school
(Primary
grades?)

Duncan, G.J, et. Al. (2007). School Readiness and
Later Achievement. Developmental Psychology,
Vol. 43, No. 6

Grades 2-3

Verbal abilities are consistently the best predictors of
later reading achievement (Scarborough, 2001).
What Works Clearinghouse, Improving Adolescent
Literacy (2008) identifies vocabulary (word
knowledge) as one of the most important factors
contributing to literacy. Oral language
comprehension is a good predictor of reading
comprehension. Carroll, 1977; Ladd, 1970; Stanovich,
Cunningham & Freeman, 1984. Extent of oral

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020
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Passing IREAD
Math computation
fluency (ultimately
fluency seems to be
defined as 1-1.5
seconds per problem)

Grade 3
Grade K-9
with
appropriate
benchmarks
identified
along the
way

Fractions and division
fluency as strong
predictors of Algebra
success

Grades 3-9

Attendance falling
below 90-95% range;
failing grades; and poor
student behavior linked
with dropping out

Middle and
High School
Grades

SAT score of 1650+

Grades 11-12

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020

language is highly correlated with later reading
proficiency. Bishop & Adams, 1990; Butler, Marsh,
Sheppard & Sheppard, 1985; Pikulski & Tobin, 1989;
Scarborough, 1989; Share, Jorm, MacLean &
Mathews, 1984. At 2nd grade, WIF remains a strong
predictor (Foorman, Francis, Fletcher,
Schatschneider, & Mehta, 1998). Captured at
http://www.rtinetwork.org/essential/assessment/scre
ening/screening-for-reading-problems-in-grades-1through-3 on October 23, 2012.
Indiana Department of Education
Crawford (2009); “By the end of grade 2, students
should know the basic addition and subtraction
combinations, should be fluent in adding two-digit
numbers, and should have methods for subtracting
two-digit numbers. At the grades 3–5 level, as
students develop the basic number combinations
for multiplication and division, they should also
develop reliable algorithms to solve arithmetic
problems efficiently and accurately. These methods
should be applied to larger numbers and practiced
for fluency (NCTM, 2003, p. 35).
Analyses of large, nationally-representative,
longitudinal data sets from the U.S. and the U.K.
revealed that elementary school students’
knowledge of fractions and division uniquely predict
those students’ knowledge of algebra and overall
mathematics achievement in high school, five or six
years later, even after statistically controlling for
other types of mathematical knowledge, general
intellectual ability, working memory, and family
income and education. Siegler, Duncan,, DavisKean, Duckworth, Claessens, Engel, Susperreguy,
and Chen (captured at
http://www.psy.cmu.edu/~siegler/Siegler-etalinpressPsySci.pdf on October 24, 2012
The key indicators that researchers have identified
as indicative of who is most likely to drop out are
poor grades in core subjects, low attendance,
failure to be promoted, and disengagement in the
classroom, including behavioral problems. (National
High School Center, 2007)
See Montgomery County Maryland Public Schools
Pathway indicator for SAT and
http://collegeapps.about.com/od/sat/f/goodsatsc
ore.htm
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Target, Strategies, Actions Teams
The TSC Strategic Planning Team reviewed sample plan categories taken from high performing
school districts across the nation and engaged in an affinity exercise to narrow the focus to five
subcategories:
•
•
•
•
•

Highest Academic/Extra-Curricular Achievement
Safe, Healthy, and Orderly Environments
High Performing Employees
Home/School/Community Partnerships and Communication
Efficient and Effective Operations

TSC Strategic Plan Team Members Presenting Results of Focus Area Affinity Exercise

The broad mission of these teams has been to:
• Catalog current TSC best practice strategies designed to close the performance gaps in
major goal focus areas.
• Seek additional strategies through evidence-based decision-making (using the TSC
Evidence Grid).
• Create detailed action plans for each strategy.
• Identify professional development and related resource requirements.
• Report progress with action plan implementation regularly to the Board of School Trustees.
• Engage in continuous improvement.
During the period October 2012¾December 2012, the teams engaged in independent research
and benchmarking in order to identify a few evidence-based strategies that will contribute the

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020
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most to goal attainment. Benchmarking is an important activity within continuous quality
improvement organizations—we learn from high performing individuals/schools within our own
organization as well as externally (regional, national, and international).
Following research and benchmarking activities, each of the six focus teams completed TSA
(Target, Strategies, Actions) forms that specified broad goals, a few most powerful evidencebased strategies designed to close performance gaps, and detailed action plans in support of
each strategy. These TSA forms are found on pages 18-31.
Because plan implementation is so critical to overall success (Figure 3), each TSA includes a
column for monitoring the status of our action plan deployment.

Figure 3. Success Requires Planning, Implementation, AND Continuous Improvement

Blum (2010) notes that, “strategy and execution don’t occur in a vacuum” (p. 18), rather they
require teamwork, communication, and adaptation in order to reach the target. Unfortunately,
experience suggests that even leading organizations often fail at strategy execution because
individuals inside the organization are unconnected with major strategy initiatives or there is
misalignment between the strategy and their attitudes and actions. The TSC leadership system
will regularly review “progress to plan” to ensure that we are “doing what we said we will do”
and making timely adjustments as needed.
As part of the strategy identification process, the Strategic Planning Team engaged in a SWOC
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Challenges activity in order to determine existing
and future positive/negative factors related to TSC and the external financial, technological,
socio-economic, and political forces that may help or hinder our planning activities. Table 6
displays the most important factors identified by the team.

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020
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Table 6. SWOC Information for Each Focus Area
Focus Area
High Academic/Extra
Curricular Achievement
Expectations (Trojan PRIDE/
Trojan Way)

Strengths
• High achievement
• Favorable
teacher/student ratio
• High levels of student
Involvement in extracurricular (over 50%)
• Elementary curriculum
alignment
• Data interpretation/
instruction/collaboration
• Relationship building
• Trojan Way (HS)/Trojan
Pride (ELE)
• ECA Scores strong for
Alg. I & ECA in 2012
• Social Studies ISTEP show
continual increases
each year
• 99% of students passing
IREAD3
• DIBELS scores K-6
increasing
• Common assessments
such as Acuity 3-12 and
DIBELS K-6 and regular
data analysis and
collaboration
• Rigor to curriculum
• High school and
elementary earned “A”
status last year
• State championships in
boys and girls basketball
and baseball
• Sectional championships
in baseball, softball, golf,
track, football
• Band and Choir awards
• Elementary
collaboration time

TSC Strategic Plan 2014-2020

Weaknesses
• Closing Gap between
building,
• Transition/preparation
program for HS, Vertical
articulation, Lay
coaches Understanding
of educational
norms/over-extended
resources, Mentor/peer
program
• ELA Cohort Data shows
decreases 6-8
• Getting students
involved in their own
learning/tracking data
• Lack of AP courses
offered in HS
• AP scores
• Not applying what they
are learning
• Junior high lack of
passion to work with
children
• Inability to offer a large
variety of elective
courses
• Limited Staff
• Limited Variety
• Individual Goal Setting
for Attendance

Opportunities
• JH transition program,
Training/handbook for
lay coaches/ substitutes
• Mentoring program
• Project Lead the Way
• SRI to measure student
Lexiles
• Scholastic Reading
Counts to engage
students in independent
reading
• Criterion to measure and
practice writing skills
• Accountability
• Room for growth in
performance especially
in the junior high
• Vertical curriculum
alignment
• Participate in multiple
extra-curricular activities
• Caring Community
• Curriculum Maps
• 100% of Early College
Students go to College
• Continue to up the % of
reading at Grade Level

16

Challenges
• Efficient use of time
• Creation of handbooks
of expectations for
substitutes, extra
curricular
• Home/school
connection with
disengaged parents or
under-resourced families
• SES
• Bring up junior high
scores to maintain
90/90/90 and “A”
• Get more students
actively engaged in
classes so it increases
participation
• Get teachers to use a
variety of teaching
methods to actively
engage the students
• Limited Budget
• Shrinking Community
• Desirable Housing
• Motivation and making
students aware of goals
• Moving Targets
• At Risk Population
• Keep students focused
on continual
improvements.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Safe, Healthy, Orderly
Environment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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High Achievement
Teacher Ratio
Personal Attention
Curriculum Maps
Crossroads
IREAD
Student Performance
Book Club Membership
Differentiated Training
Offered
New Teacher Inductions
and Teacher Mentors
Good Attendance
Attendance Raeparticipant % in ExtraCurricular Activities
Time and Effort that has
been put into increases
Students are aware of
and set goals
Identify At Risk
Cameras (HS)
Locked doors
Safe playgrounds
Office staff helpful with
triage
Nurse
Full time athletic training
Orderly environment
Caring staff
Activity supervision
Positive discipline
programs
Safe athletic equipment
Trojan Way
Trojan PRIDE
Alarm system at HS,
security cameras in
hallways and parking
lots, locked entrances
during school day
Nutritional school

• Age of facilities,
Elementary cameras,
• RESPECT (teachers,
students, parents)
• Attitude of entitlement
• Attendance
• No cameras in
elementary or security
system
• Inadequate security
cameras in high school
•

• Peer respect
(education)
• Safe Roads to School
• Building supervision early
in morning
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• Peer respect
• Funding
• Keeping up with student
physical needs, hygiene
• Supervision in some
areas
• Increase security
measures

•

•
•
•
•
Home/School/Community
Partnerships and
Communication

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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lunches/peanut-free
zones in ELE cafeteria
Well-maintained
buildings and facilities,
environmentally-safe
and non-allergenic
cleaning supplies
Maintain a school nurse
and athletic trainer
Concussion screening,
CPR and AED training
Trojan PRIDE emphasis
Meeting state
inspections, standards
Grandparents day
Parent teacher
conferences
Monthly parent meeting
Hall of Fame
Newsnote
Communication
Teacher websites
Recognitions
Trojan Way Distinguished
Service Award
Athletic Communication
Library Partnership
PTO at Elem
P/T Conferences
School and Classroom
Newsletters (electronic
and paper),
School website,
Facebook (sports/
school),
Harmony/AMP parent
access
Small community
supports us
Newsletters, donuts for
dads, muffins for moms,
Facebook

• Communication
important at all levels
• Service projects, Website
(Mission, Vision,
Expectation) All
community involvement
(Tippecanoe, Etna
Green, Etna Green)
• Lack of business
opportunities and
partnerships
• Lack of businesses and
employment
opportunities
• Help at home with
homework
• Lack of Tech W.
Stakeholders/Comm.
• Social/Economic Gaps
• Policy Updates
• Perception of lack of
communication
• Parent/Teacher
Conferences

• Retired citizen
involvement program
• HS/Elem partnerships
• Communication with
local departments
• Christmas in April
• Community service
• Safe routes to school
involvement
• Marshall County and
Kosciusko Community
Foundation grants
• Student-led conferences
• Increasing cultural and
socio-economic
awareness
• Textbook committees,
booster groups
• Booster groups
• Parent involvement
could be more
• More Programs to
Educate Kids
• Community Involvement
• Avenues of
Communication
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• Parent apathy
• Parent procedures and
expectations
(handbook)
• Poverty framework
mindset (re-visit Ruby
Payne training/
understanding)
• Communicating with
families of ELL; Amish
families
• Lack of computer/
internet access
• Lack of businesses in the
immediate area to
partner with
• Creating new
opportunities to be
involved
• Getting students
involved in vocational
programs
• What is enough/not
enough
• Amish vs. Facebook
• Notes Vs. Email
• Time to do everything
• Getting Information to

Highly Performing
Employees

• Good community turn
out for athletic activities
and special events at
the schools
• High attendance rate
for parent teacher
conferences at
elementary
• Good financial support
for fund raising activities
• Facebook/Website
• Parent surveys
• Supt. Drives Marketing
• Honesty with Staff/News
• Community Partners
• Advisory Groups
• Size
• Media Coverage
• Mass Communication
• Professional
development
• Degrees and
qualifications
• Shared leadership
• Discussion Meetings
• Grade level/department
collaboration
• Involvement in positive
discipline
• Fairly experienced staff
• Low turnover
• Tech Tuesdays at ELE
• Regular weekly
• Collective leadership
• Small student to teacher
collaboration time at ELE
by grade level
• Maintain highly-qualified
teacher status
• Small student to teacher
ratio
• Teacher
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everyone
• 1 to 1 communication
• Getting completed
surveys
• Website update-missing
information.

• This is how I used to do it
mentality
• Chain of command
(entitlement, respect)
• Teachers label kids
• Communication
• Incentives for retention
of staff
• Incentives for
professional growth
• Quality incentives
• Lack of days in
calendar/contract for
staff development
• Lack of training for new
teachers, substitutes,
and/or instructional
assistants
• No separate pay scale
• Not all teachers have
Master’s or continuing
education in their
subject area

• Survey
• Technology
• Teacher coaches (multidimensional),
collaboration regarding
teaching strategies
• Summer PD or curriculum
work
• Targeted PD based on
RISE evaluation
• Stable staff
• RISE evaluation to
improve teachers
• Educating public on
state rating of teachers
• Partnering with area
colleges
• Opportunity to bring in
high performing
candidates
• High School
conferencing with
teachers after
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• Technology
• Attitude, openness to
new ideas
• RISE Evaluation will help
identify areas of
improvement but lack of
funding may not
encourage staff to
further education
• Lack of common prep
time by department at
HS
• RISE evaluation,
accountability
challenge, rising to
expectations
• RISE
• Retention of staff,
• Increase expectations so
students reach full
potential
• Reaching out
• Keeping good

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Effective and Efficient
Operations Including
Technology

Collaboration
RISE Evaluation
Attendance Rates
Teachers understand
grade
Accountability
Data Use
Attendance Rate
Ventures
Hiring Practices
High Attendance Rate
Professional
Development
Incentives for P.D.
Welcoming Teachers

• Technology/Boiler/HVAC
improvements
• Pavilion
• Space
• Planetarium
• Tech Spot
• Teacher/IA access to
technology
• Mac lab
• New technology
equipment
• New or updated
facilities, boilers (Energy
Star)
• Updated facility
• Updated policies
• Administrative meetings
being systematic
• E-Learning Coach
• Increased Bandwidth/infa-structure
• Transportation routes
• Grants
• Treasurer
• Cost cutting measures
put into working place
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Apathy
Financial Motivation
Size
Fear
Employee Attendance
Lower student
attendance
• Support Staff Evaluation
more subjective
• IA Professional
Development

evaluations feedback
• State Law/guidelines
• Maintain morale in spite
of changes additional
requirements.
• Revise classified
evaluations
• Collaboration time for Jr.
Sr. High Teachers.
• Time to individually
evaluate.

employees
• Motivate employees
• Opportunities for
advancement
• Time for Evaluator
• Money for IA’s
• Collaboration
• Differentiated PD

• Funding
• Age of plant
• Lack of state/federal
funding
• Change in tech director
• Low enrollment
• Purchasing operations
• Research and Review
best practice to support
needs
• Old Gym
• Government
• Cameras in buses
• Kids without computers
at home

• Improve facilities
• Reallocation of funds/
positions/space
• Increase parent
understanding of tech
• Library improvement,
partnerships with Library
• Mobile Cart
• Student web page per
department
• Webcasting
• News opportunities
• Google docs/student
access
• Real-life experiences for
students
• Implementing
technology into
curriculum
• Use technology to cut
down on amount of
paper/ink/copier use
• Make changes to the
way we have always
done it in the past
• Growth

• A person to drive
improvement
• Creative financing
• Staff buy-in for using
technology
• Clear and frequent
communication among
stakeholders;
• Staying in compliance
with state regulations
• Maintain what we are
doing and want to do
with decreasing funds
• Ability to award staff
• Financially supporting
technology
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•
•
•
•
•
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Energy Star ratings
Trash Compactor
Tech Coach
Time saving computers
Computer in classrooms

• Marketing
• How to write grants
• Ever-changing
Technology
• BYOD Challenges
• Install energy saving
devices (motion
detectors)
• More Resources
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TSC Targets, Strategies, and Action Plans
In this section, you will find detailed information regarding performance targets, key strategies,
specific action steps, who is responsible for overseeing implementation of the plan activities, and
due dates as well as a column where CEOs can note progress (green = completed; yellow = in
progress; and red = not begun). Most strategic plans tackle too many goals and strategies.
Instead, at TSC, we believe that focusing on a few high-value targets (Figure 5) and strategies
will deliver better results.
TSC Focus Areas for Strategic Planning and Associated Performance Targets 2013-2020
Focus Area 1: High Academic/Extra-Curricular Achievement
1. 90+% of K-12 students read on/above grade level.
2. 90+% of students master state and national standards.
3. 90+% of students graduate in their cohort.
4. TSC students demonstrate a 97%+ attendance rate
Focus Area 2: Safe, Healthy, and Orderly Environments
1. 95+% of students demonstrate responsible behavior on a daily basis.
2. 100%+ of students, employees, and visitors learn in, work in, and visit safe schools.
Focus Area 3: Home/School/Community Partnerships and Communication
1. 90+% of parents, family, and community members report high levels of satisfaction regarding
TSC.
2. 95+% of stakeholders rate communication with TSC as “excellent” or “very good.”
3. Maintain the number of community partnerships at 75 or more.
4. Involve 100% of K-12 students in service learning projects.
Focus Area 4: High Performing Employees
1. 90+% of employees are rated “highly effective” or “effective” OR are observed making
meaningful improvement toward these targets.
2. TSC employees demonstrate a 95+% attendance rate.
3. 100% of employees receive an average of 30 hours of high-quality, best practice professional
development within their areas of expertise and in support of our vision and mission.
Focus Area 5: Efficient and Effective Operations
1. Maintain a 6-month operating balance while devoting 65% of expenditures from the general
fund to instruction thus ensuring that Triton School Corporation will sustain financial stability in all
school funds from 2012-2020 while recognizing that instruction is the most important priority.
2. 100% of classrooms provide technology resources consistent with 21st Century needs.
3. 100% of employees use available technology effectively.
4. Each building receives Energy Star certification
5. Ensure transportation routes are efficient.
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Table 7. Focus Area 1: High Academic/Extra-Curricular Achievement
Target 1.1: Ensure that 90%+ of students K-12 are reading at or above grade level by 2020.
CEOs:
Strategy 1: Provide professional development, coaching, supervision, and resources to teachers (K-12) to enable them to become
experts in the use of standards-based assessments and evidence-based instructional strategies in the areas of phonemic awareness,
phonics, vocabulary acquisition, use of comprehension strategies, and fluency building in all subject areas/disciplines.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Literacy (reading and writing) is at the heart of all learning and may explain as much as 50-67% of the
cause of success in state testing in all subjects including math, science, and social studies. The Turnaround Schools Literature discusses
the centrality of literacy and the importance of high quality instruction. Herman, Dawson, Dee, Greene, Maynard, Redding, and
Darwin (2008) suggest that we should maintain a consistent focus on improving instruction. Hershbery (2005) has found that good
instruction is 15-20 times more powerful than family background, income, race, and gender. Joyce, Bruce and Showers (2002) have
found that coaching of teachers that takes place in the classroom led to 95% of participants able to transfer those skills to the work
setting as opposed to 20% of participants with demonstration outside the classroom. Cryan (1992) reports that “overall, students who
attend full-day kindergartens manifest significantly greater achievement than students who attend half-day kindergarten.”
Improvement in the use of formative assessments for learning has shown significant potential to increase the effectiveness of teaching
and learning in literacy” has been reported by Black and William (1998). Reynolds et. Al. (2002) found that the most consistent
predictor of children’s academic achievement are parent expectations of the child’s academic attainment, while Dauber and
Epstein (1993) found that parents want to know more about how to help their children learn.
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
Continue to follow district assessment schedules for measuring K-12
Administrators, teachers
Ongoing
reading skills at regular intervals and for progress monitoring.
Continue new teacher induction program that defines
Administrators
Ongoing
expectations for literacy assessments and instructional strategies.
Teachers will guide students in all grades in regular tracking their
Teaching staff, students
Ongoing
own reading growth and reflecting on their progress toward grade
level or personal goals.
Target 1.2: Ensure that 90%+ of TSC students master state and national standards by 2020.
CEOs:
Strategy 1: All subjects and grades horizontally and vertically will align the taught and tested curriculum with Indiana CCR Academic
Standards using district frameworks.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Effective Schools Research states that for each loop of reteaching, we can expect a 25% gain in
student achievement (Lezotte and Pepperl, 1999); Goldberg and Cole (2002) found that achievement gaps can be closed by 20
points and overall student achievement can approach 90+% for all groups; Marzano (2002) indicates that the most important factor
at the school level that impacts student achievement is the guaranteed and viable curriculum; and Benjamin (2009) has found that
aligning the taught and tested curriculum with state standards, identifying essential skills, use of interim assessments of mastery, and
reteaching contribute to higher student mastery levels. The implementation of School-wide Positive Behavior Supports (SW-PBS)
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makes the school environment more conducive to learning and results in significantly higher test scores and academic achievement
when all elements of SW-PBS are implemented with fidelity to the model (Eber, Esperanza, Horner, Nakasato, et al. (2009). Reynolds
et. Al. (2002) found that the most consistent predictor of children’s academic achievement are parent expectations of the child’s
academic attainment, while Dauber and Epstein (1993) found that parents want to know more about how to help their children
learn.
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
Revise local curriculum maps in ELA and Math to align with new
Teachers, Administrators
2014-15 and ongoing
Indiana CCR 2014 Standards.
Provide strategies and support for teachers to integrate 6-12
Administrators
2014-15
Literacy Standards in all content areas. (Key Comprehension
Routine Training for K-6 teachers, Science and Social Studies 7-12
teachers in 2014-15)
Prepare teachers and students for the content, skills, and depths of Administrators
2014-15
knowledge required by the new ISTEP and ECA assessments.
Begin developing curriculum maps in other core content areas.
Teachers, Administrators
Ongoing
Target 1.3: Ensure that 90%+ of TSC students graduate in their cohort by 2020.
CEOs:
Strategy 1: Review the critical factors that, beginning in middle school or earlier, are most predictive of students dropping out and
ensure that TSC has programs/strategies/early warning mechanisms in place to help students stay on track to graduate.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Dropping out has been described as a “slow process of disengagement from school” (Bridgeland,
DiIulio, and Morison, 2006). Willms (2003) found that there is “a high prevalence of students who are disaffected from school” (p. 53)
and that “schools with high levels of engagement tended to have high levels of literacy skills” (p. 56). Students who took the High
School Survey of Student Engagement (2009) voiced three common school-related factors that caused them to consider dropping
out (and nearly 20% have thought about dropping out): “I didn’t like the school” (50%), “I didn’t see the value in the work I was being
asked to do” (42%), and “I didn’t like the teachers” (39%). Review Approaches to Dropout Prevention: Heeding Early Warning Signs
with Appropriate Interventions (National High School Center, 2007); Putting Middle Grades Students on the Graduation Path (Balfanz,
2007); Identifying Indicators of Risk/Success in Seattle Middle and High Schools (Celio, 2011).
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
Examine trend data for high school drop-outs.
Guidance, Administration
Annually
Collect and study student surveys on engagement in learning.
Administration, Students
Annually
Offer online Motivation course to support teachers in creating
Administration
2014-15
learning activities that motivate and engage all students.
Continue to implement and extend/revise alternative career
Administration, Teachers
Ongoing
pathways to personalize learning. (PLTW, Dual Credit Courses, Early
College, Vocational)
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Target 1.4: Ensure a 97+% attendance rate by 2020.
CEOs:
Strategy 1: Address individual students with poor attendance in an effort to develop strategies that will result in attendance gains.
Note that several of the previous strategies (literacy, engagement) will also contribute to improving attendance rates.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: See above evidence linked to attendance (dropout). See also our Pathway To Success.
Action Steps
Who
When
Identify students with poor attendance record.
Office Staff, Guidance
2015-16
(Tier 2 of PBIS)
Meet with students to determine cause(s) and develop a
measurable short-term goal to improve attendance.

Guidance, Administrators

2015-16
(Tier 2 of PBIS)

Monitor the progress toward goal and provide appropriate
incentives for improved attendance, conferencing

Guidance, Administrators

2015-16
(Tier 2 of PBIS)

Status

Table 8. Focus Area 2: Safe, Healthy, and Orderly Environment
Target 2.1: 100%+ of students, employees, and visitors learn in, work in, and visit safe schools.
CEOs:
Strategy 1: Utilize GOB to enhance communication and Security system (Emergency notification system will be upgraded in all
buildings within the corporation. Individuals will have the capabilities of making all call announcements from anywhere in the
building. We will also upgrade the phone system to meet the safety demands of our communication system.)

Evidence in Support of Strategy: Evidence from the UK shows that CCTV use may reduce theft of motor vehicles and some other forms
of acquisitive crime. There is also evidence that it works best in small enclosed areas. Gill, M. and Spriggs, A. (2005). Assessing the
impact of CCTV. Home Office Research Study 292, London, Home Office.
http://www.crimeprevention.gov.au/Nationalcommunitycrimepreventionprogram
http://www.ema.gov.au/agd/WWW/rwpattach.nsf/VAP/(93C446DBC14FB8146219B06F1D49FA6B)~Tip+Sheet+6.pdf/$file/Tip+Sheet+6.
pdf
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
Emergency notification system will be upgraded in all buildings
Superintendent
Spring 2015
within the corporation. Individuals will have the capabilities of
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making all call announcements from anywhere in the building. We
will also upgrade the phone system to meet the safety demands of
our communication system.
Strategy 2: To continue with the building and corporation School Safety Committees (to assist with updating emergency preparedness
plans.)
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Students, employees and visitors should be able to enter buildings within our corporation that are free
from potentially hazardous situations (slip and fall, falling objects, unsecured loads, etc.). IC 5-2-10.1-10 calls for the development of a
school safety committee to address these areas. (http://www.in.gov/legislative/ic/code/title5/ar2/ch10.1.html).
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
To assist with updating emergency preparedness plans.
TSC Administration, School
Ongoing
Safety Committee
Continue participation in IDOE School Safety Academy
TSC Administrators
ongoing

Target 2.2 95+% of students demonstrate responsible behavior on a daily basis.
Strategy 1: Review behavior and discipline policies/plan at each school to ensure there is a consistent and aligned system, both
horizontally and vertically. (Develop a Tiered individual/group approach that will focus on providing positive assistance.)
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Schools should work to develop a comprehensive discipline policy/plan that “encompasses all points
on the prevention-intervention continuum”
(http://www.edlawcenter.org/assets/files/pdfs/publications/AdvocatingReform_ZeroTolerance.pdf)
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
Evaluate how the program went in its initial phase throughout year
TSC Administration
Ongoing/
1. In addition, reinforce our focus on tardies, while gathering data
Completion Date
to establish which students are a critical levels for truancy and
at the end of 2015
instructional time missed from school due to absences. This is to be
School year
completed at the end of 2015 School Year.
To be underway during the Summer 2015: taking identified students
TSC Administration
Summer 2015
at high risk of absenteeism and pairing them with support systems
to ensure diligence and accountability for improvement in the
upcoming year. Support systems will include utilizing the student's
SLC teacher and counselors to intervene if patterns of absenteeism
start to present themselves. Lastly, we will implement strategies for
those individual students with chronic absenteeism to eliminate or
minimize barriers that prevent them from attending school.
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Table 9. Focus 3: Communication and Marketing (Home/School/Community Partnerships and Communication)
Target 3.1: Ensure 90+% of stakeholders report high levels of satisfaction regarding TSC.
Strategy 1: Develop/select and implement TSC stakeholder satisfaction surveys.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Evidence in Support of Strategy: Jacobs and Coghlan (2004) summarize the extensive literature on the
importance of organizations listening to their stakeholders and acting on the data gathered from the listening process
(http://www.imagilab.org/pdf/wp04/WP41.pdf).
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Make surveys accessible to everyone (online & paper) and rate
Superintendent/TSC
Annually
of return at least 90%
Administration

Target 3.2: 95+% of stakeholders rate communication with TSC as “excellent” or “very good.”
CEOs:
Strategy 1: Improve the use of TSC web-site for all stakeholders.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Evidence in Support of Strategy: See resources found at the National School Public Relations
Association: http://www.nspra.org/getting_started “Public relations needs to be in the public's interest. It needs to be grounded in
solid two-way communication techniques and used as a vehicle to build trust, confidence and support for doing the best for all
children in our schools. NSPRA firmly believes that school systems and schools have a Public Responsibility to tell parents and taxpayers
how the schools are spending their money, and seeking their insight on helping the school district deliver high quality and an efficient
educational program. The public has a right to know and be engaged in their schools. And they need someone in the schools trained
in communication so they can get clear answers and guidance on how to work with their schools.”
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Monthly updates to website home page
Tech Dept.
Monthly
2. Contact page streamlined, more user friendly
Tech Dept.
Yearly
3. Create a celebration of learning blog or page
Teachers / Tech Dept.
Weekly
4. Functional Calendar
Tech Dept.
Weekly
5. Marketing team identifies opportunities for improvement
Members of Marketing Team
Yearly
Strategy 2: Improve the use of other social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.).
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Evidence in Support of Strategy: See resources found at the National School Public Relations
Association: http://www.nspra.org/getting_started “Public relations needs to be in the public's interest. It needs to be grounded in
solid two-way communication techniques and used as a vehicle to build trust, confidence and support for doing the best for all
children in our schools. NSPRA firmly believes that school systems and schools have a Public Responsibility to tell parents and taxpayers
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how the schools are spending their money, and seeking their insight on helping the school district deliver high quality and an efficient
educational program. The public has a right to know and be engaged in their schools. And they need someone in the schools trained
in communication so they can get clear answers and guidance on how to work with their schools.”
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Continue Corporation Facebook
Superintendent
Weekly
2. Continue Athletic Facebook / Twitter
Athletic Dir./ Volunteers
Weekly
3. Continue Triton Trojan Sports Network
Athletic Dir./ volunteers
Weekly
Strategy 3: Improve the use of mass marketing tools (newspaper, radio, TV, direct mail, billboard, etc.).
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Evidence in Support of Strategy: See resources found at the National School Public Relations
Association: http://www.nspra.org/getting_started “Public relations needs to be in the public's interest. It needs to be grounded in
solid two-way communication techniques and used as a vehicle to build trust, confidence and support for doing the best for all
children in our schools. NSPRA firmly believes that school systems and schools have a Public Responsibility to tell parents and taxpayers
how the schools are spending their money, and seeking their insight on helping the school district deliver high quality and an efficient
educational program. The public has a right to know and be engaged in their schools. And they need someone in the schools trained
in communication so they can get clear answers and guidance on how to work with their schools.”
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Quarterly newsletter
Superintendent
Quarterly
2. Stories for newspaper

Superintendent, TSC Staff

Ongoing

Strategy 4: Implement the use of web-casts/livestream.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Evidence in Support of Strategy: See resources found at the National School Public Relations
Association: http://www.nspra.org/getting_started “Public relations needs to be in the public's interest. It needs to be grounded in
solid two-way communication techniques and used as a vehicle to build trust, confidence and support for doing the best for all
children in our schools. NSPRA firmly believes that school systems and schools have a Public Responsibility to tell parents and taxpayers
how the schools are spending their money, and seeking their insight on helping the school district deliver high quality and an efficient
educational program. The public has a right to know and be engaged in their schools. And they need someone in the schools trained
in communication so they can get clear answers and guidance on how to work with their schools.”
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Continue Triton Trojan Sports Network
Athletic Dir./ volunteers
ongoing
2. Expand web-casts to classroom and club activities
TSC teachers and Tech. Dept.
ongoing

Strategy 5: Continue the use of Harmony Parent Access.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: See resources found at the National School Public Relations Association:
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http://www.nspra.org/getting_started “Public relations needs to be in the public's interest. It needs to be grounded in solid two-way
communication techniques and used as a vehicle to build trust, confidence and support for doing the best for all children in our
schools. NSPRA firmly believes that school systems and schools have a Public Responsibility to tell parents and taxpayers how the
schools are spending their money, and seeking their insight on helping the school district deliver high quality and an efficient
educational program. The public has a right to know and be engaged in their schools. And they need someone in the schools trained
in communication so they can get clear answers and guidance on how to work with their schools.”
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Create a “How to access instructional video”
Technology Department
2015-2016
Target 3: Maintain the number of community partnerships at 75 or more.
Strategy 1: Identify possible partnerships and establish relationships between community partner and school groups.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: See resources found at the National School Public Relations Association:
http://www.nspra.org/getting_started “Public relations needs to be in the public's interest. It needs to be grounded in solid two-way
communication techniques and used as a vehicle to build trust, confidence and support for doing the best for all children in our
schools. NSPRA firmly believes that school systems and schools have a Public Responsibility to tell parents and taxpayers how the
schools are spending their money, and seeking their insight on helping the school district deliver high quality and an efficient
educational program. The public has a right to know and be engaged in their schools. And they need someone in the schools trained
in communication so they can get clear answers and guidance on how to work with their schools.”
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Work to maintain current partnerships and develop new
TSC Administration and Staff
Ongoing
partnerships

Target 3.4: Involve 100% of K-12 students in service projects.
Strategy 1: Survey local community needs in order to identify suitable and meaningful service projects for various grade levels and
organizations within TSC.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Civic Engagement and High School Academic Progress: An Analysis Using NELS Data (Davila & Mora,
2007). A review of data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS) suggested that participation in civic
engagement activities including voluntary community service, service-learning, and student government during high school years
enhanced academic achievement. Civic engagement activities raised the odds of graduation and improved high school students'
progress in reading, math, science and history. Students who participated in service-learning activities in high school were 22
percentage points more likely to graduate from college than those who did not participate. Students who participated in servicelearning scored 6.7 percent higher in reading achievement and 5.9 percent higher in science achievement than those who did not
participate in service-learning.
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Identify possible service opportunities for students.
TSC Administration/Staff
Ongoing
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2. Coordinate scheduling.
TSC Administration/Staff
3. Maintain records of service accomplished.
TSC Administration/Staff
4. Recognize students and sponsors for the service.
TSC Administration/Staff
Strategy 2: Continue and expand “Good Citizenship” programs and Digital Citizenship (Trojan Pride, etc)
Evidence in Support of Strategy:
Action Steps
Who
1. Identify possible service opportunities for students.
TSC Administration/Staff
2. Coordinate scheduling.
TSC Administration/Staff
3. Maintain records of service accomplished.
TSC Administration/Staff

Ongoing
Ongoing
2015-2016

When
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

Status

Table 10. Focus Area 4: High Performing Employees
Target 4.1: Ensure that 100% of employees are rated “highly effective” or “effective” OR are observed making meaningful
improvement toward these targets.
CEOs:
Strategy 1: Develop for all categories of employees evaluation tools/processes that specify behavioral expectations (best practices)
within a few key performance areas, align with evaluation, professional development, and reward and recognition.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Value-added assessment studies in Tennessee reveal tremendous differences in student achievement
when comparing classes taught by high-quality versus low-quality teachers for three consecutive years--nearly 50 percentile points on
standardized tests (Sanders and Rivers, 1996). Aaronson, Barrow, and Sander (2007) estimated that a single semester with a quality
teacher could add 25-45 percent of an average school year to a student’s math score performance. Cross and Rigden (2002) found
that the only reform that clearly resulted in increased student achievement was clear instructional expectations supported by
professional development. Wong (2007) states that it's teachers and their practices, not programs and school structures that improve
student learning. Good instruction is 15 to 20 times more powerful than family background and income, race, gender, and other
explanatory variables (Hershberg, 2005).
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
Create a 4-Tier Evaluation (Highly Effective-Ineffective)
Triton Administration/Board
Fall of 2014
Cafeteria Evaluations, Maintenance Evaluations Professional Dev.
Trion Administration
2014-2015 School
Year
Develop Dashboard Accountability for All Departments
Superintendent
2015-2016
Strategy 2: Revise schedules and responsibilities to provide all categories of staff regular time for collaboration and continuous
improvement.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: “Every enterprise has to become a learning and a teaching institution. Organizations that build in
continuous learning in jobs will dominate the 21st Century (Drucker, 1992). “If schools want to enhance their organizational capacity to
boost student learning, they should work on building a professional community that is characterized by shared purpose, collaborative
activity, ad collective responsibility among staff” (Newmann and Wehlage, 1995, p. 37). When schools attempt systemic reform,
schoolwide professional learning communities are critical (Louis, Kruse, and Raywid, 1996).
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Action Steps
Who
When
Status
Spring 2015
1. Investigate methods used by other school corporations to
TSC Administration
provide regular time within the school day/week for collaboration
including allowing early dismissal or late arrivals on certain days of
the week in order to allow staff time to collaborate.
2. Educate Community regarding need to change schedule for
TSC Administration
2016-2017
collaboration.
2017-2018
3. Institute regular collaboration time and require focus on
TSC Administration
dashboard and best practice.
Strategy 3: Provide high quality workshop, online, and job-embedded professional development that is aligned with key TSC best
practices and require all employees to engage in a specified number of hours of PD yearly as part of the evaluation.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Wright, Horn, and Sanders (1997) established that more can be done to improve education by
improving the effectiveness of teachers than any other factor. Cron and Rigden (2002) reported the results of a study of 7 urban
districts and found that the only reform that clearly resulted in increased student achievement was clear instructional expectations
supported by extensive professional development over a period of several years. Wong and Wong (2010) state that it is teachers and
their practices, not curriculum programs or a change in school structure that improves student learning.
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
Establish continuing education requirements for various employee
TSC Administration
2015-2016
categories.
2016-2017
Provide employees with variety of Professional Development
TSC Administration
techniques that are aligned and support the TSC key strategies,
best practice, and key performance indicators
Target 4.2 TSC employees demonstrate a 95+% attendance rate.
Strategy 1: Review attendance rates for current TSC employees to identify causes of low attendance.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: M. Michael Markowich in a summary of an article he wrote for the September 1993 issue of Small
Business Reports. "Most sick leave policies foster a 'use it or lose it' mind-set, and employees feel entitled to a certain number of sick
days." In a survey of 5,000 companies conducted by Commerce Clearing House Inc. (CCH Inc.) unscheduled absences cost small
businesses, at that time, $62,636 a year, on average, in lost productivity, sick time, and replacement costs. Indeed, absenteeism can
take a financial toll on a small business (or a multinational company, for that matter) in several different respects. The most obvious
cost is in the area of sick leave benefits—provided that the business offers such benefits—but there are significant hidden costs as well.
The SOHO Guidebook cites the following as notable hidden cost factors associated with absenteeism: Lost productivity of the absent
employee; Overtime for other employees to fill in; Decreased overall productivity of those employees; Any temporary help costs
incurred; Possible loss of business or dissatisfied customers; Problems with employee morale.
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
On-going
1. Review employee attendance data and analyze (year 5)
Administration Office
2015-2016
2. Develop incentive for good attendance (Possible incentive)
Administrative Team
Strategy 2: Review motivation levels of current TSC employees to determine key motivators and de-motivators with an eye to
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increasing motivational levels of employees.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Stolovitch (2004); Pink (2009). Society for Human Resource Management (2010). “In today’s
marketplace, where companies seek a competitive edge, motivation is key for talent retention and performance. No matter the
economic environment, the goal is to create a workplace that is engaging and motivating, where employees want to stay, grow and
contribute their knowledge, experience and expertise.”
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
Yearly
Create survey question that ask about motivational levels/drivers
Superintendent

Table 11. Focus Area 5: Efficient and Effective Operations
Target 5.1: To grow to a 2-month operating balance while devoting 65% of expenditures from the general fund to instruction thus
ensuring that Triton School Corporation will sustain financial stability in all school funds from 2012-2020 while recognizing that
instruction is the most important priority. With an end goal of getting to 6 months.
CEOs:
Strategy 1: Benchmark high performing school corporations and review best practice documents in order to identify powerful
methods for increasing the percentage of expenditures devoted to instruction.
Evidence in Support of the Strategy: Increasingly, the relationship between spending and student achievement is taking center stage
in education debates across the country. The No Child Left Behind Act is pressuring educators to achieve annual gains in their
students’ performance. School district budgets are being stressed by rising operating costs, particularly in light of the economic strain
imposed by the recent hurricanes, elevated oil prices, and rising pension and health care costs for district staff. Consequently,
policymakers, “Taxpayers, and district leaders are seeking ways to maximize the impact of every dollar spent on public education
and thus improve their educational “return on resources.” (Standard and Poor’s, 2005). Indiana schools spent an average of 58% of
their available funds on instruction during the 2008-09 school year, while the Evansville Vanderburgh School Corporation spent 65.3
percent.
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Determine percentage of general fund expenditures devoted to
Superintendent, Director of
Ongoing once
instruction the past 5 years.
Finance
approved
2. Calculate current percentage and update that calculation
Superintendent, Director of
Annually in
every year. Investigate and explain variations in the percentage.
Finance, School Board,
December
Administrators
3. Calculate the current number of days of operating balance on
Superintendent, Director of
Quarterly
hand and update that calculation every quarter. Investigate and
Finance, School Board,
explain variations in the number of days on hand.
Administrators
Strategy 2: Seek external grants (USDOE, IDOE, private foundations, local businesses and faith-based organizations, etc.) to support
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instructional programs, personnel, resources, and activities.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Building effective partnerships is one method for generating support (financial, materials,
people/mentors) for TSC (Baldrige Education Criteria for Performance Excellence, 2011).
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Continue to utilize a person who will seek grant opportunities for
Superintendent
Ongoing
TSC (those targeted at increasing funds for instruction, e.g.,
technology, professional development). Continue to use a person
who will provide this service on a pay-for-grants-received basis or
share this person/cost with other organizations.
2. Regularly report grant opportunities to Superintendent in order to
All Staff
Ongoing
receive approval for go ahead.
3. Update Board and Superintendent on grants submitted and
Administration
Ongoing
received.
Target 5.2: 100% of classrooms provide technology resources consistent with 21st Century needs.
Target 5.3: 100% of employees use available technology effectively.
CEOs:
Strategy 1: Create a technology committee to research and review best practices for supporting the needs of an organization through
the use of technology from the classroom level, department level and administrative level based on current/future needs and
financial/personnel resources to support those practices.
Evidence in Support of the Strategy: 21st Century Classroom reported key findings that in order to create and sustain an educational
experience that prepares students to succeed in today’s classroom and on tomorrow’s college campus, faculty must have
technology that includes access to the Internet and teacher computing devices and LCD projectors.“ISTE members have monitored
research on the effectiveness of education technology on student outcomes for more than 20 years, and one convincing trend has
emerged: when implemented appropriately, the integration of technology into instruction has a strong positive impact on student
achievement” (International Society for Technology in Education, 2008). On average, students who use computers in classrooms
score as much as 14 percentile points higher, they learn more in less time, and enjoy school more (Schacter, 1999). When you put
inquiry-based learning and true technology integration together there's a synergy that really boosts students' learning (Brannigan,
2002). Corporation. Title I Distinguished Schools Program.
Action Steps
Who
When
Status
1. Survey the staff on their technology ability level.
Building Administrators
Annually
2. Establish groups based on ability levels to group the strong with
Building Administrators
Summer
the weak.
3. Establish schedules for group leaders to be trained and then the
Group Leaders, Administration
Summer
leaders instruct the teachers in their group.
4. Teachers implement technology strategies learned in their
Teachers
Ongoing
classroom.
5. Evaluate how and how often technology is being used in the
Administrators
Evaluation
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classroom.
/Observation
Target 5.4: Each TSC building receives Energy Star certification.
Strategy 1: Benchmark high performing school corporations like the ones mentioned below and review best practice documents in
order to identify powerful energy saving recommendations (HVAC, transportation, etc.) that are easy to implement.
Evidence in Support of Strategy: Davenport Community School District (IA) has been able to reduce costs per student to $88.46 per
school year, compared to the national average of $181.53. They have saved more than $1 million over 3 years. Seaford School District
(DE) implemented an energy management plan that has reduced its energy use by 16% annually, saving nearly 82 million kB of
energy. Nearly 2,000 schools have earned EPA’s Energy Star label for superior energy efficiency, including some in Oregon’s GreshamBarlow School District, which cut energy use by 48 percent. In one year, the district saved more than $1.3 million in utility costs, the
equivalent of 24 fulltime teachers’ salaries. Council Rock, a school district in Pa., has reduced its energy use by 40 percent since 2005,
mostly through improved operations and maintenance of building systems. In a three-year period, the district saved more than $4.7
million. By maintaining this certification, our preferred rate for insurance is lowered. To be determined: Average energy cost per
student over the last 3 years.
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Conclusion
We at Triton School Corporation believe that this strategic plan offers the proper foundation for
continuous improvement of our schools because we have:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopted the philosophy of continuous improvement.
Selected management core values that will keep us pointed in the correct direction.
Identified inspirational, challenging, and measurable vision and mission statements.
Created a dashboard and scorecard designed to focus us on the most important
performance indicators.
Specified 11 targets for TSC for the period 2012-2020.
Developed a Pathway To Success that identifies key milestone performance targets for
students, teachers, family members, and administrators.
Reviewed our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges and factored this
information into our planning processes.
Chartered aligned continuous improvement teams that will report regularly to the TSC Board
of School Trustees regarding progress to plan and ongoing performance results.
Established System-to-System Talks to monitor dashboard and scorecard results system-wide.

We envision a learning system in which all students, teachers, staff, administrators, family
members, and community stakeholders work together to help us achieve our vision and mission.
We will keep our stakeholders regularly updated regarding progress toward establishing a High
Performance Culture at TSC.
If you have questions about this strategic plan or other aspects of our school corporation, please
contact me.
Thank you.
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Glossary
Continuous Improvement Cycles: At TSC, we believe in high expectations and continuous
improvement. We set goals, create plans, implement the plan, measures results, and when we
hit our targets, we set higher goals and start the process again. If we do not hit our goals, we
analyze why, and create new plans. Also known as PDCI cycles.
Continuous Quality Improvement: Ensuring the continuous improvement of processes and
outcomes through data-driven strategies and empowered students and staff in order to exceed
stakeholder expectations.
Core Values: Seven beliefs that guide all leaders and learners at TSC. We measure our talk and
actions against these values in order to ensure we are making aligned decisions.
Dashboard: A table that shows the few (7-8) most important indicators of student learning and
success along with specific measurement tools that TSC uses across all schools, grades, and
departments to help teachers, administrators, students, and their families understand how well
students are progressing. The dashboard measures can be used frequently (unlike ISTEP+ data
which is only once a year). We can use the same data to help guide teacher and administrator
evaluation.
Evidence-Based Decision Making: Using data and research (both from within TSC and from
national and international organizations) to help us decide the best way forward—to help us
make the best plans possible.
GSA or TSA Charts: The heart of our strategic plan can be found in the Goal, Strategy, Action
Plan charts or Target, Strategy, Action Plan charts found on pages 24-37.
Mission: A measurable statement of our system’s purpose, aligned with our dashboard and
scorecard.
PDCI: Plan, Do, Check, Improve. This is another way of saying “continuous improvement cycles.”
PLC: Professional Learning Communities, which are team meetings—opportunities for teachers
and other employee groups to meet to review their data, research, and to set plans for
continued improvement.
RISE: The new model for teacher and principal evaluation system advocated by the Indiana
Department of Education and to be implemented beginning in the fall of 2012.
Scorecard: A table that shows annual performance in state testing as well as other results in
some of the most important areas that stakeholders can use to gauge how well we are doing.
Strategies: Research-based approaches that we select to help close a gap in performance.
Systems Thinking: Viewing TSC as one entity, not six separate schools and additional
departments. Attempting to link and align what we do to increase our communication and
effectiveness, to establish a high performing culture.
System-to-System Talks (S2S): Regular meetings between administrators, directors, teachers, and
employees to discuss dashboard and scorecard performance.
Vision: A measureable and inspiring statement of future success that guides TSC.
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